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Saved By The Bell
Backyard Babies

Backyard Babies - Saved By The Bell

Intro : 

F#m E-strÃ¤ngen 2-4,

VERS:
G# C# G# C# G# F D# C# G#

G#             C#              G#       C#
 Lets keep in mind the sweet relief
G#              F                  D#           C#              G#
IÂ´ve been waiting around so long, almost the past century

G#             C#              G#       C#
So let it be, this timeÂ´s for real

G#              F                  D#           C#              G#
I shouldnÂ´tÂ´ve been around so long, even the walls talk to me

  
C#    D#        G#         C#
I can hurt myself, I know I could

C#        D#               G#        
I guess I got Saved by the bell

G#             C#              G#       C#
Now lower your guns, weÂ´ll meet again.

G#              F             D#           C#                 G#
ThereÂ´s something in the air tonight and it never seems to get dark

C#    D#        G#         C#
I can hurt myself, I know I could
C#        D#               G#
I guess I got Saved by the bell

Bring down water
Bring down hell
Bring no tomorrow
IÂ´m already somewhere else



I guess I got saved by the bell

IÂ´ll be a man and stand up strait
one day it will be over, touÂ´ll have a big family

I can hurt myself, I know I could
I guess I got Saved by the bell

Bring down water
Bring down hell
Bring no tomorrow
IÂ´m already somewhere else
I guess I got saved by the bell

Do you know what yyou can make?
Do you sacrifice or take?
Everything for everyone but nothing for yourself
You know me, you know me, you know how far IÂ´ll go
I guess I got saved by the bell

Bring down water
Bring down hell
Bring no tomorrow
IÂ´m already somewhere else
I guess I got saved by the bell
I guess I got saved by the bell
I guess I got saved by the bell


